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Massive spectroscopic redshift surveys open a promising window to accurately measure peculiar
velocity at cosmological distances through redshift space distortion (RSD). In Paper I [1] of this
series of work, we proposed decomposing peculiar velocity into three eigenmodes (vδ, vS and vB) in
order to facilitate the RSD modeling and peculiar velocity reconstruction. In the current paper we
measure the dark matter RSD-related statistics of the velocity eigenmodes through a set of N-body
simulations. These statistics include the velocity power spectra, correlation functions, one-point
probability distribution functions, cumulants, and the damping functions describing the Finger of
God effect. We have carried out a number of tests to quantify possible numerical artifacts in
these measurements and have confirmed that these numerical artifacts are under control. Our
major findings are as follows: (1) The power spectrum measurement shows that these velocity
components have distinctly different spatial distribution and redshift evolution, consistent with
predictions in Paper I. In particular, we measure the window function W˜ (k, z). W˜ describes the
impact of nonlinear evolution on the vδ-density relation. We confirm that the approximation W˜ = 1
can induce a significant systematic error of O(10%) in RSD cosmology. We demonstrate that W˜
can be accurately described by a simple fitting formula with one or two free parameters. (2) The
correlation function measurement shows that the correlation length is O(100), O(10), and O(1) Mpc
for vδ, vS, and vB respectively. These correlation lengths determine where we can treat the velocity
fields as spatially uncorrelated. Hence, they are important properties in RSD modeling. (3) The
velocity probability distribution functions and cumulants quantify non-Gaussianities of the velocity
fields. We confirm speculation in Paper I that vδ is largely Gaussian, but with non-negligible non-
Gaussianity. We confirm that vB is significantly non-Gaussian. We also measure the damping
functions. Despite the observed non-Gaussianities, the damping functions and hence the Finger of
God effect are all well approximated as Gaussian ones at scales of interest.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k; 98.80.Es; 98.80.Bp; 95.36.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
Redshift space distortion (RSD) is emerging as a pow-
erful probe of dark energy and gravity at cosmological
scales [2–35]. However, RSD modeling is highly compli-
cated (e.g., [36–41] and references therein), due to entan-
gled nonlinearities in the velocity and density fields and
in the real space-redshift space mapping.
RSD is induced by peculiar motion. Naturally the first
step to understand RSD is to understand the peculiar ve-
locity v. It turns out that different components of v af-
fect RSD in different ways. Motivated by it, we proposed
a unique decomposition of v into three eigenmodes (Pa-
per I, [1]). The three components are not only uniquely
defined mathematically, but also have unique physical
meanings and have different impacts on RSD. We find
that this decomposition indeed facilitates the RSD mod-
eling. It helps us in arriving at a new RSD formula. It
also helps us in proposing new approaches to reconstruct
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three-dimensional peculiar velocity at cosmological dis-
tances through spectroscopic redshift surveys.
Paper I outlined the basic methodology, but left most
quantitative analysis for future studies. The present pa-
per (Paper II) is the second paper of the series, focusing
on the RSD-related dark matter velocity statistics. Fu-
ture works will extend to the halo velocity statistics and
eventually to the galaxy velocity statistics. We will eval-
uate the accuracy of the proposed RSD formula for dark
matter and galaxies. We will also investigate the pro-
posed velocity reconstruction techniques.
This paper is organized as follows. §II briefly describes
the three velocity components. §III describes the simu-
lations and the velocity assignment method used for the
analysis. Numerical artifacts are quantified through sev-
eral tests detailed in the Appendix and are proven to be
under control. §IV shows the results of relevant velocity
statistics. We summarize and discuss in §V.
2II. THEORY BASICS
Paper I proposed decomposing the velocity v into three
eigenmodes (vδ, vS , and vB). This decomposition allows
us to conveniently derive the leading-order RSD correc-
tions in the redshift space power spectrum. For the dark
matter redshift space power spectrum,
P sδδ(k, u) ≃
(
Pδδ(k)
(
1 + fW˜ (k)u2
)2
(1)
+u4PθSθS (k) + CG(k, u) + CNG,3(k, u)
)
× DFOG(ku) .
Here, u ≡ kz/k. The FOG effect is described by the
damping function
DFOG(ku) = DFOGδ (ku)D
FOG
S (ku)D
FOG
B (ku) . (2)
We predict in paper I that vB only contributes to the
Finger of God (FOG) effect through DFOGB . vS causes
both an enhancement (PθSθS) and a damping (D
FOG
S ).
All other terms in Eq. (1) are contributed by vδ. For
more details, refer to Paper I. Here we just summarize
the basic results of the three velocity components, with
terms in Eq. (1) explained.
vδ is irrotational (∇× vδ = 0) and is completely cor-
related with the underlying density field δ. The relation
in Fourier space is
θδ(k) = δ(k)W (k) , (3)
W (k) = W (k) =
Pδθ(k)
Pδδ(k)
.
Here, θδ ≡ −∇ · vδ/H and θ ≡ −∇ · v/H . PAB is the
power spectrum between the field A and the field B, de-
fined as 〈A(k)B(k′)〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ3D(k+ k
′)PAB(k). We of-
ten use the notation ∆2AB ≡ k
3PAB/(2pi
2), which enters
into the ensemble average 〈A(x)B(x)〉 =
∫
∆2AB(k)dk/k.
If A and B are vector fields, 〈AB〉 → 〈A ·B〉.
In the limit k → 0,W → f ≡ d lnD/d ln a for the mat-
ter field [64]. Here, D is the linear density growth factor.
Clearly vδ contains most information of RSD cosmology.
Nonlinear evolution causes W at small scales to deviate
from the linear theory prediction. Such deviation is de-
scribed by the dimensionless
W˜ (k) ≡
W (k)
f(k)
. (4)
This definition is slightly different from that in Paper I.
But for ΛCDM, in which f is scale independent, the two
definitions are identical. But in modified gravity models
or in models with dark energy fluctuations, f is scale
dependent. W˜ defined in this way, hence, isolates the
impact of nonlinear evolution from the scale dependence
in linear evolution. We expect W˜ ≤ 1 in general, even
for modified gravity models and models with dark energy
fluctuations.
We find that W˜ can deviate from unity by ∼ 1−10% at
k = 0.1h/Mpc. It modifies the Kaiser formula (for dark
matter RSD) from Pδδ(1 + fu
2)2 to Pδδ(1+ fW˜u
2)2. So
if the W˜ is not taken into account, f can be biased low by
∼ 10%, as predicted by perturbation theory. A system-
atic error of such amplitude is severe for stage IV dark en-
ergy surveys like BigBOSS/MS-DESI [42], CHIME [43],
Euclid [44] and SKA [45]. In the present paper we will
quantify W˜ more robustly, through N-body simulations.
vδ causes both large-scale enhancement and small-
scale damping in the redshift space clustering. Besides
the W˜ correction, nonlinearities in vδ induce complicated
high order corrections (CG and CNG) to the Kaiser effect
in RSD modeling (Paper I). These high-order corrections
involve both the velocity and density fields, so quantify-
ing them is beyond the scope of this paper and will be left
for future investigation through N-body simulations. In
principle, nonlinearities in vδ also complicate the FOG
effect.
vS is also irrotational (∇ × vS = 0). But to the op-
posite of vδ, it is uncorrelated with the underlying den-
sity field (〈θS(x)δ(x+ r)〉 = 0). This velocity component
arises from nonlinear evolution. It is the cause of density-
velocity stochasticity,
rδθ(k) ≡
Pδθ(k)√
Pδδ(k)Pθθ(k)
=
1√
1 + η(k)
, (5)
η(k) ≡
PθSθS(k)
Pθδθδ(k)
.
vS causes both large-scale enhancement and small-scale
damping in the redshift space clustering. But notice that
the leading-order large-scale enhancement has a u4 an-
gular dependence [Eq. (1)]. It hence differs significantly
from the Kaiser effect.
vB is the curl (rotational) component, satisfying ∇ ·
vB = 0. vB grows only after orbit crossing occurs. We
expect its power to concentrate at small scales. We also
expect that, to a good approximation, it only damps the
redshift space clustering and only induces the FOG effect.
The present paper aims to quantify the RSD-related
statistics of the three velocity components, through sim-
ulations. These statistics include
• the power spectra ∆2vαvα ≡ Pvαvαk
3/(2pi2),
• W˜ (k, z) and in particular the W˜ (k, z)-∆2δδ(k, z) re-
lation,
• the correlation functions ψ⊥,vαvα(r, z) and
ψ‖,vαvα(r, z),
• P (vz,α), the probability distribution functions
(PDFs) of vα along the z axis, and their derived
properties such as cumulants and the FOG func-
tion DFOGα .
Here, the subscript α = δ, S,B denotes the three velocity
components.
3III. N-BODY SIMULATION AND VELOCITY
ASSIGNMENT METHOD
Given the involved nonlinearities, N-body simulations
are needed to robustly quantify the above velocity statis-
tics. Furthermore, comprehensive tests must be designed
and performed to robustly quantify numerical artifacts
associated with simulations themselves and numerical ar-
tifacts associated with the velocity assignment method.
A. N-body simulations
From the structure formation theory, we expect that vδ
dominates at linear/large scales while vS and vB become
important at sufficiently nonlinear/small scales. Given
the computation limitation, it would be difficult for a sin-
gle simulation to robustly evaluate all three components.
A natural remedy is to combine large box simulations
with small box simulations. Large box simulations help
us better understanding the velocity field at large scales
, in particular vδ. Small box simulations have high mass
and force resolution, so they can probe vS and vB more
robustly. Combining these results, we can then circum-
vent the computation limitation and accurately study the
statistical properties of the three velocity components.
For this reason, we combine three high-resolution (par-
ticle number NP = 1024
3) dark matter simulations
with box size Lbox/h
−1Mpc = 1200, 300, and 100.
For brevity, we will refer to them as J1200, J300, and
G100, respectively. The simulations utilize standard
ΛCDM cosmology with flat space and Gaussian initial
conditions. Simulation specifications are listed in Ta-
ble I. The adopted cosmological parameters are iden-
tical, expect a slight difference in the baryon density
Ωb. For the purpose of our work, we can safely ne-
glect this difference. J1200 and J300 are run with a
particle-particle-particle-mesh (P3M) code (see [46] for
details). G100 is run with Gadget2 [47, 48]. For J1200
and G100, we analyze four redshift snapshots, respec-
tively, which are z = 0, 0.501, 1.074, 1.878, of J1200 and
z = 0, 0.526, 1.024, 1.947, of G100. Some output red-
shifts of J1200 differ from corresponding ones of G100
by ∆z/(1 + z) <∼ 3%. The linear velocity growth rate is
fHD, where f ≡ d lnD/d lna and D is the linear den-
Name Lbox/h
−1Mpc NP mP /h
−1M⊙ Ωb
J1200 1200 10243 1.2× 1011 0.045
J300 300 10243 1.9× 109 0.045
G100 100 10243 6.7× 107 0.044
TABLE I: Specifications of the three simulations. Except for
the slightly different Ωb, all three have Ωm = 0.268, ΩΛ =
0.732, σ8 = 0.85, ns = 1, and h = 0.71. The slight difference
in Ωb is negligible for the velocity statistics presented in this
paper. NP is the total particle number and mP is the mass
of each simulation particle.
sity growth factor. So these differences in z result in
∼ 12∆z/(1 + z)
<
∼ 1.5% [65] in velocity. The major pur-
pose of this paper is to identify the three velocity com-
ponents and their basic statistics. For this purpose we
can safely neglect these redshift differences in the cur-
rent paper. For brevity we refer to the four snapshots
as z = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 hereafter. Nevertheless, eventu-
ally we need to analyze simulations at identical redshifts.
We also need to run many realizations to robustly quan-
tify the velocity statistics. For J300, we only analyze its
z = 0 snapshot since it is mainly used to test our velocity
assignment method in the Appendix (Fig. 12).
B. The velocity assignment method
It is tricky to properly estimate the volume-weighted
velocity field from velocities of inhomogeneously dis-
tributed dark matter particles or galaxies (e.g. [49] and
references therein). In N-body simulations, we only have
limited simulation particles and only have the velocity
information at positions of these particles. However,
the velocity where there is no particle is not necessar-
ily small/negligible. In contrast, since the velocity is de-
termined by the large-scale matter distribution, velocity
in low-density regions/voids can be large and in general
non-negligible. This sampling bias is difficult to correct
from first principles, especially due to the awkward sit-
uation that the velocity and density fields are neither
completely correlated nor completely uncorrelated.
We take a simple procedure to estimate the volume
weighted velocity field in simulations. For a given grid
point, we assign the velocity of its nearest dark mat-
ter particle/halo/galaxy to it. We call this method the
nearest-particle (NP) method. The probability P for a
particle’s velocity to be assigned to a grid is inversely
proportional to its ambient particle number density nP ,
P ∝ 1/nP ∝ V , where V denotes the volume it occupies.
So the NP velocity assignment method indeed constructs
a volume-weighted velocity field [66].
We emphasize that this velocity assignment method
is different to the widely used nearest-grid-point (NGP)
method in constructing the density field. For NGP, each
particle looks for its nearest grid point and assigns itself
to this grid point. All particles are used in the assign-
ment. But for NP, each grid point looks for its nearest
particle and is assigned with the particle velocity. In
dense regions, only a fraction of particles are used in the
assignment. In underdense regions, some particles are
used repeatedly and their velocities are assigned to more
than one grid point. In this sense, it does not use all
information of particles. A simple remedy is to shift the
grids so another set of particles is used for the velocity
assignment.
We also emphasize the difference between the NP
method and the Voronoi tessellation (VT) method [49].
The first step of the VT method is to fill the space with
polyhedral cells. Each polyhedron contains only one par-
4ticle, and it covers all space points who consider this par-
ticle to be their nearest particle. The velocity within this
polyhedron is assigned to be the velocity of that particle.
The next step is to smooth the velocity field over a given
window function to obtain the velocities on regular grids.
We realize that the NP method is essentially the first step
of the VT method. However, unlike the VT method,
the NP method does not apply a smoothing. This is
to avoid artificial suppression of small-scale random mo-
tions, which are real signals of significant impact on the
FOG effect. This artificial suppression of small scale ve-
locity components also exists in the widely adopted De-
launay tessellation (DT) method [49–51]. This is the ma-
jor reason that we do not adopt this method [67].
The NP method is straightforward to implement. Fur-
thermore, it is robust in a number of aspects, despite
its simplicity: (1) In high-density regions, NP does not
cause underestimation in the (one-dimensional) velocity
dispersion σv ≡
√
〈v2z〉, since it does not average over
particle velocities. This is important for RSD study, oth-
erwise, underestimation of σv will cause underestimation
of FOG. (2) It robustly measures vδ, which is of the most
importance for RSD cosmology. For the NP velocity as-
signment, high-density regions are no problem because
there are always particles within a grid size. In under-
dense regions, the typical distance from a given grid point
to its nearest particle is (1+δ)−1/3LBox/N
1/3
P , which can
be large. But in such regions vδ does not vary strongly,
since its typical length L of variation is roughly given by
|v/L| = |δWH | [Eq. (3)]. The requirement to robustly
sample vδ is then
LBox
N
1/3
P
<
∣∣∣∣ vHW
(1 + δ)1/3
δ
∣∣∣∣ (6)
= 3Mpc/h
|v|
300km/s
1
f
1
W˜
H0
H
∣∣∣∣ (1 + δ)
1/3
δ
∣∣∣∣ .
This condition is not difficult to satisfy for typical sim-
ulation specifications today. For example, for our J1200
simulation, LBox/N
1/3
P = 1.2 Mpc/h and the above con-
dition is usually satisfied. Notice that W˜ ≤ 1 and f ≤ 1
(f ≃ 0.5 at z = 0). An exception is the very underdense
regions with δ <∼ −0.99. In these regions, our simula-
tion undersamples the vδ field. But these regions are
very rare and we do not expect this undersampling to be
severe for statistically evaluating the vδ field. (3) The
NP method does not use the velocity information of all
particles. Nevertheless, the information encoded in un-
used particles can be captured by shifting the grids and
resampling the velocity field, when necessary.
C. The velocity decomposition method
After sampling the velocity field v on regular grids by
the NP method, we proceed to decompose v into the
three eigenmodes. The velocity decomposition is conve-
niently operated in Fourier space. First we make the E/B
decomposition,
vE(k) =
(k · v(k))
k2
k, (7)
vB(k) = v(k) − vE(k) .
Then we decompose vE into vδ and vS [ Eq. (3)] [68],
vδ(k) = −i
H(z)δ(k)W (k)
k2
k , (8)
vS(k) = vE(k) − vδ(k) .
Here H(z) is the Hubble parameter at redshift z, and
the window function W is calculated in advance by
W = Pδθ/Pδδ. The density field δ is sampled by the NGP
method on the same regular grids as the velocity field.
When calculating Pδδ, we do not correct the shot noise
term since it is negligible for our high particle number
density simulation. Also we do not correct other numer-
ical artifacts like smoothing and alias effects, which are
subdominant to systematic errors induced by the velocity
assignment method. Hence, numerical artifacts quanti-
fied by our designed tests (Appendix A) receive minor
contribution from those in the density field.
D. Testing the NP method
In Appendix A we design and carry out several tests
to verify the robustness of the NP method for our study.
First we compare the power spectra of the three veloc-
ity components between different box sizes, grid numbers,
and particle numbers. Discrepancies there diagnose sam-
pling bias. In particular, the NP method becomes exact
in the limit NP /L
3
box → ∞. By constructing the veloc-
ity field using a fraction of particles and observing its
dependence on the particle numbers, we can evaluate its
accuracy. If the results converge, we then have confidence
of vanishing sampling bias. Detailed comparison is given
in Appendix A.
In brief, we find that NP method can construct vδ
and vS fields quite reliably. However, for large box sim-
ulations (e.g. J1200), the vB amplitude is significantly
overestimated at all scales due to a shot-noise-like alias
effect induced by sparse sampling [51]. However, tests on
small box simulation G100 show reasonable convergence
of vB. So the G100 simulation provides reasonably ac-
curate measure of vB . Hence, in combination of J1200
and G100, we have reliable measures of all three velocity
components.
We also test the NP method against the fiducial ve-
locity field of known statistics as input (§A2). This test
is particularly good at highlighting leakage between the
three velocity components. We do find such leakages.
We quantify their amplitudes as a function of scales and
identify regions where these leakages are under control.
These tests show that, combining J1200 and G100, we
can control numerical artifacts and reliably measure all
5FIG. 1: The proper velocity power spectrum a2∆2vαvα(k, z)
(α = δ, S,B) at z = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. As a note, all symbols
of v in Paper I and this paper refer to the comoving pecu-
liar velocity. But in order to better show the redshift evo-
lution, we plot the physical velocity power spectra a2∆2vαvα
instead. The thick, intermediate thick, and thin lines repre-
sent a2∆2vδvδ(k, z), a
2∆2vSvS (k, z), and a
2∆2vBvB (k, z), respec-
tively. We combine the J1200 simulation and the G100 simu-
lation to reduce numerical artifacts. a2∆2vδvδ and a
2∆2vSvS at
k < 0.3h/Mpc are from J1200, while those of k > 0.3h/Mpc
are from G100. a2∆2vBvB is from G100. As shown in this
figure, a2∆2vδvδ at z = 0 and z = 0.5 overlap largely. This is
because avδ ceases to grow after z ≃ 0.2 as the cosmological
constant slows down the structure growth. Unless otherwise
specified, the measurement is done on Ngrid = 512
3 grid.
three velocity components. Even better, the impacts of
these numerical artifacts on RSD cosmology are further
reduced for a number of reasons. First, the majority of
cosmological information resides in relatively large scales
and especially in vδ. This component is accurately mea-
sured. Second, although accurate measurement of vB is
more challenging, its impact on RSD is fully captured
by its velocity dispersion σvB (Sec. IV), which can be
treated as a free parameter to be fitted against data.
Even simpler, Sec. IV will show that setting σvB = 0 is
already sufficiently accurate for RSD modeling.
IV. STATISTICS OF vδ,S,B
Understanding the statistical properties of the three
velocity components facilitates the RSDmodeling and ve-
locity reconstruction (Paper I). For this purpose, we mea-
sure the one-point and two-point velocity statistics from
FIG. 2: Rescaled a2∆2vδ,Svδ,S to demonstrate their redshift
evolution. (1) ∆2vδvδ (z) is rescaled by the linear velocity
growth factor D2vδ (z = 0)/D
2
vδ
(z) [Eq. (9)]. Nonlinear evolu-
tion is visible at k >∼ 0.03h/Mpc and becomes non-negligible
at k >∼ 0.1h/Mpc. (2) ∆2vSvS (z) is rescaled by the third-order
perturbation prediction (D2fH)2(z = 0)/(D2fH)2(z) [Eq.
(11)].
simulations. (1) The velocity power spectra ∆2vαvα(k, z)
(α = δ, S,B) go directly into the redshift space mat-
ter power spectrum. They also quantify the scale de-
pendence and redshift evolution of these velocity compo-
nents. They are useful to understand the physical origins
of these velocity components. The window function W
is a derived quantity of these power spectra. (2) Velocity
correlation functions ψ‖,vαvα and ψ⊥,vαvα (α = δ, S,B)
quantify the velocity correlation length, Lα. These corre-
lation lengths are crucial in judging at which separation
we can treat the velocities at two positions as indepen-
dent. Basically, if the scale of interest k ≪ 2pi/Lα, we
can safely ignore the intrinsic clustering of the vα field.
In this limit, we can treat vα as a random field in RSD
modeling, whose impact is fully captured by a damping
function DFOGα . Otherwise, we have to take their in-
trinsic clustering into account, which contributes extra
power to the redshift space clustering. (3) Finally, we
will quantify the non-Gaussianities of the velocity fields,
through the one-point PDF and the reduced cumulants
Kj. These non-Gaussianity measures are highly relevant
for modeling DFOGα , which describes the FOG effect.
6FIG. 3: Redshift evolution in ∆2vαvα (α = δ, S,B). Dashed
lines correspond to predictions of the linear perturbation the-
ory (vδ ∝ fHD), third-order perturbation theory (vS ∝
fHD2), and the finding by [51] on vB (∆
2
vBvB ∝ D7).
A. The velocity power spectrum
The velocity power spectra at z = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 are
shown in Fig. 1. These results confirm our speculation
in Paper I, based upon the structure formation theory.
It shows that vδ is the dominant component at linear
and mildly nonlinear scales. Perturbation theory predicts
that it evolves linearly at sufficiently large scales, with the
linear velocity growth factor
Dvδ (z) = f(z)H(z)D(z) . (9)
Figures. 2 and 3 verify this linear evolution at k <
0.1h/Mpc. However, linear perturbation theory quickly
loses its predicting power at k > 0.1h/Mpc. Even at
k = 0.1h/Mpc, impact of nonlinear evolution is visible.
FIG. 4: η ≡ PvSvS/Pvδvδ is shown at z = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. η
quantifies the velocity-density stochasticity (rδθ = 1/
√
1 + η).
It also shows the relative importance of vS with respect to
vδ. Future surveys require 1% accuracy in RSD modeling
and hence require the inclusion of vS at k >∼ 0.1h/Mpc. To
compare with the perturbation theory prediction (η ∝ D2),
we plot ηresc = η(z) ×D2(z = 0)/D2(z) (long dashed lines).
The prediction works well such that the rescaled lines largely
overlap with each. We find that, to a good approximation,
η(k, z) ∝ D2(z)knη , with nη ≃ 2.2 at k <∼ 0.7h/Mpc.
Nonlinear evolution in the velocity and density fields
drive W˜ ≡W/f to decrease from unity. W˜ is one of the
most important properties to describe the velocity field,
to model RSD, and to reconstruct velocity in spectro-
scopic surveys. Hence we devote the whole Sec. IVB to
discuss it.
Nonlinear evolution also induces stochasticity in the
velocity-density relation and causes the emergence of vS
(Fig. 1). It eventually dominates over vδ at k = 1h/Mpc
and z = 0. To better show its impact, Fig. 4 plots the
ratio η ≡ PvSvS/Pvδvδ . Stage IV dark energy projects
such as BigBOSS/MS-DESI, CHIME, Euclid, and SKA
can achieve 1% level statistical precision for the veloc-
ity measurement through RSD. So once η > 1%, the vS
component becomes non-negligible in RSD modeling. η
reaches ≃ 1% at k = 0.1h/ Mpc and z <∼ 1 (Fig. 4).
Even at high redshift z = 2, η ≃ 1% at k = 0.2h/ Mpc.
These results agree with calculation by high-order per-
turbation theory (Fig. 1, Paper I). It confirms our con-
clusion in Paper I that, in general vS is a non-negligible
velocity component, even at scales which are often con-
sidered as linear. Its contribution to the redshift space
matter power spectrum will be quantitatively studied in
future works. Future work will also explore information
7FIG. 5: Left panel : the W˜ (k, z) − k relation, calculated from the J1200 simulation. W˜ changes from unity at k → 0 to zero
at k → ∞. 1 − W˜ >∼ 10% at k = 0.1h/Mpc and z <∼ 0.5, indicating a significant systematic error in RSD cosmology even for
stage III dark energy surveys like BOSS and eBOSS. Right panel : the W˜ (k, z)−∆2δδ relation. Long dashed lines represent the
fitting formula [Eq. (13)] with the best-fit ∆α listed in Table. II. Comparing to the W˜ -k curves in the left panel, the redshift
dependence of W˜ -∆2δδ curves is greatly reduced.
encoded in vS . For example, it may be used to probe the
environmental dependence of modified gravity theories
(Paper I).
Perturbation theory is also useful to understand the
redshift evolution of vS . From the continuity equation,
δ˙ +∇ · (1 + δ)v = 0 , (10)
the leading-order contribution to vS comes from δ˙
(2) and
δ(1)v(1). Here, δ =
∑
i δ
(i) is the sum over contributions
of ith order density component. To a good approxima-
tion, δ(i) ∝ Di [52]. So both contributions to vS evolve as
∝ D2fH . Unlike the case of the density power spectrum,
the leading-order contribution to PvSvS do not have con-
tribution from third-order components (e.g., 〈δ˙(3)v(1)〉)
because vS vanishes at linear order (v
(1)
S = 0). So the
perturbation theory predicts that
PvSvS (z) ∝ (D
2fH)2 . (11)
Figures 2 and 3 verify this relation at k <∼ 0.1h/Mpc.
But it quickly loses accuracy toward higher k (smaller
scales).
Surprisingly, perturbation theory works much better
to understand η ≡ PvSvS/Pvδvδ . It predicts η ∝ D
2
[Eq. (9) and 11)]. Figure 4 shows that it works even at
k = 0.7h/Mpc. Another interesting finding to report is
the surprisingly simple scale dependence of η(k, z), de-
spite complexities in shapes of both vδ and vS (Fig. 1).
It is well described by a power law. Over the range
k ∈ (0.01, 1)h/Mpc, η(k) ∝ knη with nη ≃ 2.2 (Fig.
4). Whether these behaviors are coincident or generic
requires further investigation. If these behaviors are
generic, they can be utilized to further reduce degrees
of freedom in RSD modeling.
vB, the curl component, grows only where shell cross-
ing and multistreaming happen. This is the place where
perturbation theory, which is based on the single fluid
approximation, breaks down. So we lose a powerful tool
to understand its behavior. Nevertheless, [51] found that
PvBvB (z) ∝ D
7(z). Our results confirm this relation (Fig.
3). Figure 1 shows that vB grows later than vS . It is
less than 1% of vδ at k = 0.3h/Mpc. It is subdominant
to vS at k <∼ 3h/Mpc. Our convergence tests presented
in the Appendix do not find significant numerical arti-
facts on vB measured from the 100Mpc/h G100 simu-
lation at k <∼ 3h/Mpc. So the above results should be
reliable. We may also expect that the velocity field be-
comes completely randomized at sufficiently small scales,
so PvBvB → 2PvSvS . We do find this sign of equiparti-
tion at k ∼ 10h/Mpc. However, numerical artifacts at
these regimes are non-negligible, as shown in the Ap-
pendix. Simulations with resolution higher than G100
are required to study this issue.
B. The window function W˜ (k, z)
The window function W (k) [Eq. (3)] and the normal-
ized one, W˜ (k) ≡ W (k)/W (k → 0) = W (k)/f , are of
crucial importance for the following reasons in under-
standing and reconstructing the velocity field and in im-
proving RSD modeling (Paper I). (1) W˜ describes the
8FIG. 6: Left panel : W˜ (k)fit/W˜ (k)sim with best fitted ∆α at each redshift. The fitting formula (Eq. 13) achieves an accuracy
within 2% at scales of interest for RSD cosmology (∆2δδ ≤ 1) at all redshifts. Right panel shows the best-fit ∆α at four redshifts.
The redshift dependence in ∆α is essentially linear relation, with a slope b ≃ 0.072 (dashed line).
impact of the nonlinear evolution on the velocity-density
relation. (2) W˜ quantifies a major systematic error in
RSD cosmology. We have shown that the leading term
in the redshift space matter power spectrum P sδδ(k, u) is
Pδδ(1 + fW˜ (k)u
2)2. Hence the widely adopted Kaiser
formula underestimates f by a factor W˜ (k) ≤ 1. Per-
turbation theory predicts a ∼ 10% bias at k = 0.1h/Mpc
and z = 0 (Paper I), much larger than the statistical error
associated with stage IV dark energy surveys. (3) W be-
haves as a window function exerting on the density field
to reveal the underlying velocity field. This deterministic
function can be inferred from RSD in spectroscopic red-
shift surveys in less model dependent way. So it is essen-
tial in three-dimensional peculiar velocity reconstruction
in redshift surveys, at cosmological distances.
Figure 5 shows W˜ (k) at different redshifts measured
in the J1200 simulation. It confirms our theoretical pre-
diction using third-order Eulerian perturbation theory
(Paper I), which is applicable at k <∼ 0.2h/Mpc. As
expected, W˜ changes from unity at k → 0 to zero at
k → ∞. As explained in Paper I, 1 − W˜ quantifies a
systematic error in f . Since stage IV dark energy sur-
veys have the potential to measure f to ∼ 1% level ac-
curacy, this W˜ -induced systematic error becomes signif-
icant, even at relatively high redshift z = 2 and pretty
linear scale k = 0.1h/Mpc. The situation worsens to-
wards lower redshifts and smaller scales. For example,
1 − W˜ >∼ 10% at z
<
∼ 0.5. It is already significant for
stage III dark energy surveys like BOSS and eBOSS [53–
55]. This systematic error may contribute a significant
fraction to the tension in f between existing measure-
ments and the prediction from Planck cosmology [56].
We expect the degrees of freedom in W˜ is limited. The
perturbation theory predicts [52], for a power law initial
power spectrum with power index n,
W˜ (k, z) =
1 + αδθ(n)∆
2
L(k, z) +O(∆
4
L)
1 + αδδ(n)∆2L(k, z) +O(∆
4
L)
(12)
≃
1
1 + ∆α(n)∆2L(k, z)
.
Here, ∆2L is the linear matter power spectrum variance
and ∆2NL is the nonlinear one. The α symbols follow the
notation in [52] and ∆α(n) ≡ αδδ(n) − αδθ(n). How-
ever, in reality, the power index depends on k. So ∆α
is a function of both k and z. In this case n is often
approximated as the effective power index at the non-
linear scale kNL, defined through ∆
2
L(kNL, z) = 1. Even
so, ∆α = ∆α(neff(kNL(z))), a function of redshift. On
the other hand, the neglected terms of O(∆4L) imply a
stronger dependence than ∆2L. These considerations mo-
tivate us to propose the following fitting formula:
W˜ (k, z) =
1
1 + ∆α(z)∆2NL(k, z)
(13)
≡
1
1 + ∆α(z)∆2δδ(k, z)
.
Redshift ∆α χ2 χ2dof Ndata
z = 0 0.344 1.001 0.026 38
z = 0.5 0.376 1.0 0.019 54
z = 1 0.416 1.001 0.012 82
z = 2 0.486 1.01 0.007 145
TABLE II: Fitting parameters. χ2 =
∑
(W˜fit − W˜sim)2.
9Notice that we have replaced the linear matter power
spectrum with the nonlinear one. Although we still adopt
the symbol ∆α, it is no longer a prediction from per-
turbation theory. Instead, it shall be treated as a free
function to be fitted against simulation or observation.
Nevertheless, from the above argument, we do not ex-
pect a strong redshift dependence in ∆α.
To check for the above arguments, we plot W˜ against
∆2δδ (right panel, Fig. 5). Comparing to the W˜ -k curves
in the left panel, we find that the redshift dependence
of W˜ -∆2δδ curves is greatly reduced. Curves of different
redshifts almost overlap with each other at ∆2δδ
<
∼ 1. This
behavior suggests that W˜ is mainly determined by ∆2δδ.
Impacts of any other factors should be minor.
We then obtain the best-fit value of ∆α at each red-
shift. Table II lists the best-fit ∆α, the associated χ2 and
reduced χ2. We limit the fitting to ∆2δδ ≤ 1, where robust
cosmology based on RSD is promising. Furthermore, the
proposed fitting formula is not expected to work well at
∆2δδ ≫ 1 (Fig. 6).
It turns out that the proposed fitting formula works
excellently at ∆2δδ < 1 (Fig. 6). It achieves an accuracy
within 2% at scales of interest for RSD cosmology (∆2δδ ≤
1).
The best-fit ∆α varies weakly with redshift. The red-
shift dependence can be excellently approximated as lin-
ear,
∆α(z) ≃ ∆α(z = 0) + bz , (14)
with b ≃ 0.072 (Fig. 6).
By far we have illustrated the possibility of finding
a simple fitting formula to accurately model W˜ (k, z).
We caution that, although the proposed form [Eq. (13)]
works very well, it may not necessarily be the best-fitting
formula. What we really want to demonstrate here is that
W˜ has very limited degrees of freedom such that one or
two fitting parameters are sufficient to model it to high
accuracy. This means that we can efficiently reduce the
W˜ -induced systematic error without significantly inflat-
ing the statistical error in f . Whether we can find a more
physically motivated and hence more generic and more
accurate fitting formula is an issue for further investiga-
tion.
C. The velocity correlation function
RSD modeling in Paper I requires information on the
velocity correlation function. The correlation function
ξij(r) ≡ 〈vi(x1)vj(x2)〉 between the ith velocity com-
ponent at position x1 and jth velocity component at
x2 = x1 + r can be decomposed into two correlation
functions ψ⊥ and ψ‖ [4],
ξij(r) = ψ⊥(r)δij +
[
ψ‖(r)− ψ⊥(r)
] rirj
r2
. (15)
Here ψ‖ is the correlation function of the velocity compo-
nents along r and ψ⊥ is the one of velocity components
perpendicular to r. i = x, y, z denote the Cartesian axis.
r ≡ x1 − x2 is the pair separation vector.
ψ‖ and ψ⊥ do not depend on the choice of coordinate
system. The two are not independent. For a potential
flow (like vδ and vS), we have the textbook result [4],
ψ‖(r) =
d(rψ⊥(r))
dr
, (16)
ψ⊥(r) = H
2
∫
∆2θθ
[
sin(kr)
(kr)3
−
cos(kr)
(kr)2
]
dk
k3
.
Paper I derives the relation for a curl velocity field like
vB,
ψ⊥(r) = ψ‖(r) +
1
2
r
dψ‖(r)
dr
, (17)
ψ‖(r) =
∫
∆2vBvB
[
sin(kr)
(kr)3
−
cos(kr)
(kr)2
]
dk
k
.
What is relevant for RSD modeling is ξvzvz(r), assum-
ing the line of sight as the z axis. One can easily verify
that
ξvzvz (r = (0, 0, r)) = ψ‖(r) , (18)
ξvzvz (r = r⊥) = ψ⊥(r) .
One can also prove that
ξvzvz(r) ≡ 〈ξvzvz(r)〉r =
1
3
(
ψ‖(r) + 2ψ⊥(r)
)
. (19)
Figure 7 shows the simulated ξvzvz(r) (left column),
ψ‖(r) (middle column) and ψ⊥(r) (right column). It also
verifies the above relation (dashed lines in left column).
Equations (16) and (17) are also verified against their
integral forms [Eq. (16) by dot-dashed lines in right col-
umn, Eq. (17) by dotted lines in middle column]:
rψ‖,B =
∫ r
0
(2ψ⊥,B − ψ‖,B)dr ,
rψ⊥,S,δ =
∫ r
0
ψ‖,S,δdr .
There are slight deviations in the comparison, likely
caused by the simplest trapezoidal rule for integration,
or sparse sampling in low-k region.
Figure 7 verifies our speculation in Paper I on the cor-
relation lengths of the three velocity components. We
see that vδ has the largest correlation length of O(100)
Mpc, in concordance with the fact that its power spec-
trum peaks at k ∼ 0.05h/Mpc. Due to this large correla-
tion length and due to its complete correlation with the
density field, its contribution to the redshift space matter
power spectrum is the most complicated to model. We
refer readers to Paper I for details.
On the contrary, vB has the smallest O(1) Mpc cor-
relation length, which is shorter than scales of interest
for RSD cosmology. This motivates us to treat it as an
uncorrelated field in our RSD modeling [Eq. (21), pa-
per I]. Its impact on RSD is completely captured by the
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FIG. 7: Three types of correlation function (CF) are shown by solid lines in different columns. Different line colors represent
different redshifts. CFs of vδ are calculated from the J1200 simulation. CFs of vS,B are calculated from the G100 simulation.
They are calculated by Fourier transforming the velocity power spectra. vα has the largest O(100)Mpc correlation length. vS
has a correlation length of O(10)Mpc. vB has the smallest O(1)Mpc correlation length. The data point on the left end of each
line is actually ξvz,αvz,α(r = 0) = σ
2
vα . Left panel : ξvzvz (r) ≡ 〈ξvzvz (r)〉r. The dashed lines are calculated by Eq. (19) and
verify this relation. Middle panel : ψ‖(r) is the correlation function when both velocities are along r. The dotted lines verify
Eq. (17). Right panel : ψ⊥(r) is the correlation function when both velocities are perpendicular to r. The dot-dashed lines
verify Eq. (16).
damping function DFOGB , which will be quantified later
in this paper.
Since a significant fraction of vS comes from bulk mo-
tion, vS has a correlation length of O(10) Mpc, larger
than that of vB. So we have to take into account its
self-clustering [e.g., Eq. (25) of paper I].
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FIG. 8: The PDFs of vδ,S,B along the z axis are shown by solid lines. The dashed lines show Gaussian distributions with
the same velocity mean and dispersion of corresponding velocity PDFs. Different line colors represent different redshifts.
Apparently, vδ is the most Gaussian velocity component since it mainly correlates with linear matter density field and the
window function W˜ suppresses non-Gaussianities from small scales. In contrast, vB is strongly non-Gaussian, consistent with
the fact that most contribution comes from strongly nonlinear and non-Gaussian scales.
FIG. 9: Left and middle panels: The fourth and sixth order of reduced cumulants of vδ,S,B . They confirm the non-Gaussianity
results shown in Fig. 8. Towards lower redshift, non-Gaussianities of vS,B decrease, likely due to ongoing halo virialization
and the associated velocity randomization, while non-Gaussianity of vδ increases due to nonlinear structure evolution. Right
panel : σ2vα/H
2 determines the leading-order damping to redshift space clustering caused by the FOG effect [Eq. (23), Fig. 10].
D. The one-point velocity PDF and cumulants
RSD modeling requires us to quantify the non-
Gaussianity of the three velocity components (Paper I).
Fig. 8 shows P (vz,α) (α = δ, S,B) at different redshifts.
For comparison, we also overplot the Gaussian distribu-
tion with the same velocity mean (zero) and dispersion.
Here, P (vz,α) is the corresponding PDF of the velocity
component vα along the z-axis.
To better quantify the non-Gaussianity, we calculate
the reduced cumulants of the three velocity components,
Kn. The calculation is done against the real space veloc-
ity components on regular grid points. The real space ve-
locity components are obtained by Inverse Fourier Trans-
forming the Fourier space velocity components on regu-
lar gird points. Since the velocity field is symmetrical,
〈
v2j+1
〉
c
= 0. The nonvanishing cumulants are
K4 ≡
〈v4〉
〈v2〉2
− 3 ,
K6 ≡
〈v6〉
〈v2〉3
− 10
〈v3〉2
〈v2〉3
− 15
〈v4〉
〈v2〉2
+ 30 , · · ·
For Gaussian fields, Kn≥3 = 0. But all three velocity
components have visible non-Gaussianity ( Fig. 9).
vδ is nearly Gaussian, with K4 <∼ 1 at all redshifts.
This is consistent with the fact that the dominant con-
tribution comes from linear scales (Fig. 1). However, it
may appear to contradict the fact that it is completely
correlated with the density field, which is highly nonlin-
ear and non-Gaussian. The reason is that W˜ ≪ 1 at
highly nonlinear scales, and hence it filters away most
non-Gaussian contribution.
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FIG. 10: The damping functions DFOGα . They quantify the FOG effect of corresponding velocity components. The solid
lines are calculated by Eq. (20) through simulations. The other lines are approximations with/without K4 and/or K6 terms
in Eq. (21). The thick, intermediate thick, and thin lines with different colors represent results of DFOGδ , D
FOG
S and D
FOG
B
respectively. Apparently vδ contributes most to the FOG effect since it has the largest velocity dispersion (right panel of Fig.
9). The model tends to be more accurate towards higher redshift where nonlinearity/non-Gaussianity of matter/velocity field
are smaller. The ratios between approximations and simulation calculations are shown in Fig. 11.
In contrast, vB is strongly non-Gaussian (Fig. 9), con-
sistent with the fact that most of its contribution comes
from strongly nonlinear and non-Gaussian scales. This
result also supports our conclusion that the aliasing effect
is subdominant in vB measured from the G100 simula-
tion, otherwise we may expect a close-to-Gaussian vB.
The non-Gaussianity of vS falls somewhere between,
with visible departure from Gaussianity in the PDF,
K4 > 10 and K6 > 10
4.
An interesting behavior is that, K4,6 of vδ increase to-
wards lower redshift, while K4,6 of vS and vB decrease
(Fig. 9). The increase of non-Gaussianity in vδ indi-
cates that more and more “Gaussian” scales have been
converted to be “non-Gaussian” due to the ongoing non-
linear evolution. On the other hand, ongoing virialization
in halos and the associated velocity randomization may
be responsible for decreasing non-Gaussianity in vS and
vB .
E. The damping functions
Paper I proves that all three velocity components con-
tribute to the FOG effect. Their contributions are de-
scribed by the corresponding damping function DFOGα
(Paper I),
√
DFOGα (kz) ≡
∣∣∣∣
〈
exp
(
i
kzvz,α
H
)〉∣∣∣∣ (20)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
i
kzvz,α
H
)
P (vz,α)dvz,α
=
∫ ∞
−∞
cos
(
kzvz,α
H
)
P (vz,α)dvz,α .
The cumulant expansion theorem allows us to express
DFOGα in terms of cumulants (Paper I),
√
DFOGα (kz) = exp
(
−
x
2
[
1−
K4
12
x+
K6
360
x2 + · · ·
])
,
(21)
where x ≡ (kzσvα/H)
2. σvα is the one-dimensional ve-
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FIG. 11: The accuracy of various approximations of damping functions DFOGα . The dashed lines show that of the Gaussian
approximation [Eq. (23)]. The dot-dashed and dotted lines show that of approximation withK4 andK4+K6 terms respectively.
The thick, intermediate thick, and thin lines with different colors correspond to DFOGδ , D
FOG
S , and D
FOG
B respectively. The
vertical gray lines denote the scale where ∆2δδ(k, z) = 1. In particular, the thick green dashed lines verify that the approximation
Eq. (24) is accurate at ∼ 1% level at k < 0.3h/Mpc.
locity dispersion,
σ2vα = ξvz,αvz,α(r = 0) =
1
3
∫
∆2vαvα(k)
dk
k
. (22)
To the first order, the damping functions take Gaussian
form,
√
DFOGα (kz) = exp
(
−
x
2
)
= exp
(
−
(kzσvα)
2
2H2
)
. (23)
It is completely determined by σvα/H (right panel, Fig.
9).
We test the accuracy of Eq. (23) against the exact
DFOGα , calculated from simulations using Eq. (20). Fig-
ures 10 and 11 show that Eq. (23) agrees well with
the simulation for all three velocity components, for a
wide range of k. The accuracy is better than 10% where
∆2δδ
<
∼ 1.
Can adding higher-order terms such as K4 and K6 in
Eq. (21) improve the modeling accuracy of DFOGα ? This
test is shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Unfortunately,
including K4 or K4 + K6 does not necessarily improve
the modeling accuracy of DFOGα . Instead, including these
terms often causes unphysical behaviors such as DFOGα >
1.
We thus conclude that the Gaussian approximation
[Eq. (23)] is in practice the optimal approximation of
DFOGα (kz), for all three velocity components. Further-
more, since σ2vδ
>
∼ 10(σ
2
vS + σ
2
vB ), to high accuracy we
can approximate the overall damping function as
DFOG(kz) ≡ D
FOG
δ (kz)D
FOG
S (kz)D
FOG
B (kz) (24)
≃ exp
(
−
k2z(σ
2
vδ + σ
2
vS + σ
2
vB )
H2
)
≃ exp
(
−
k2zσ
2
vδ
H2
)
.
Figure 11 verifies that the last approximation works at
∼ 1% accuracy at k < 0.3h/Mpc and z ∈ (0, 2).
The excellent performance of the above Gaussian ap-
proximation is very surprising, since much of the liter-
ature prefers a Lorentz form DFOG = 1/(1 + k2zσ
2
v/H
2)
(e.g. [6, 57–59]) or more complicated ones (e.g. [60]).
This seems to contradict our findings. The point is that
many of these studies infer the damping function by fit-
ting the form P sδδ(k, u) = Pδδ(k)(1 + fu
2)2DFOG(ku)
against simulations. However, there are ignored high-
order corrections inside of the parentheses [refer to Eq.
(1); For more details, refer to Paper I]. Ignoring these
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corrections leads to misinterpretation of FOG. For exam-
ple, positive high-order corrections can be misinterpreted
as a damping function weaker than the Gaussian form.
This issue will be further clarified when we quantify the
accuracy of the above RSD modeling with simulations.
V. SUMMARIES AND DISCUSSIONS
Numerical results presented in the current paper con-
firm many of our qualitative arguments and speculations
in Paper I. (1) They show that vδ dominates over vS
and vB at k < 0.5h/Mpc. The vδ field is close to Gaus-
sian, with a correlation length of O(100) Mpc. vδ has
the largest velocity one-dimension dispersion, σvδ ≃ 270
km/s at z = 0. It not only dominates the large-scale
enhancement of redshift space clustering, but also dom-
inates the FOG effect. We also measure a key func-
tion W˜ and confirm that it can indeed induce O(10)%
underestimation in f . We show by an example that
W˜ has very limited degrees of freedom and can be de-
scribed by a simple fitting formula accurately. (2) The
vB field is subdominant at k < 1h/Mpc and is negligi-
ble at k < 0.5h/Mpc. It has the smallest velocity dis-
persion. Due to observed numerical artifacts, we can
only obtain the upper limit σvB ≤ 30 km/s (z = 0).
Furthermore, it has the shortest correlation length and
can be treated as a random field. Its impact on RSD
is fully captured by the damping function DFOGB (kz).
vB is highly non-Gaussian. However, due to its small
amplitude, DFOGB (kz) is well approximated by a Gaus-
sian form at scales of interest. (3) The vS component
is sub-dominant, but non-negligible, at k < 0.5h/Mpc.
σvS ≃ 60 km/s at z = 0. Its correlation length is of
O(10) Mpc, so we have to take its clustering into RSD
modeling.
There are still many open issues regarding the velocity
statistics. Some of them will be addressed in our future
works. We just list a few of them here. One immediate
question is the halo velocity field. Once we understand
it, we can understand the galaxy velocity field with the
help of halo model. This piece of information is essential
to model the galaxy RSD. Another issue is cosmological
dependences of these velocity statistics. An associated
question is the information budget in each velocity com-
ponent, as a function of redshift and scale.
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FIG. 12: Comparison between the three simulations at z = 0.
The velocity power spectra ∆2vαvα (α = δ, S,B) are calcu-
lated with Ngrid = 512
3. (1) vδ in J1200 loses power at
k >∼ 0.3h/Mpc due to its low resolution, while vδ in G100
suffers from large cosmic variance at k <∼ 0.3h/Mpc. Combin-
ing the vδ measurement of J1200 at k <∼ 0.3h/Mpc and G100
at k >∼ 0.3h/Mpc thus provides reliable determination of the
vδ field. Combining the J300 simulation at k ∼ 0.3h/Mpc
can be more reliable, although we have not done so in this
paper. (2) The spurious increase of vS at k ∼ 0.8h/Mpc
(k ∼ 2h/Mpc) measured by J1200 (J300) is caused by numer-
ical artifacts. (3) Both J1200 and J300 fail to simulate vB at
any scales.
(KJCX2-YW-T23).
Appendix A: Testing the NP method
The NP (Nearest-Particle) method we proposed is sim-
ple and straightforward to implement. Despite its sim-
plicity, we argue that it is robust in a number of ways and
is hence sufficiently accurate for the statistics presented
in this paper. We will run a number of convergence tests
to demonstrate its robustness. We will also quantify its
accuracy for a number of fiducial velocity fields, which
resemble realistic velocity fields.
1. The convergence tests
The convergence tests we consider are as follows: (1)
Convergence between the three simulations. J1200, J300
and G100 all have 10243 particles, but have different box
sizes and mass resolutions. By comparing the three sim-
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ulations, we can estimate the reliable range of the simu-
lated velocity field. (2) Convergence against the grid size.
We assign properties of simulation particles to regular
grids in order to do Ffast Fourier transformation (FFT).
The price to pay is that information at subgrid scales
is smoothed out. Furthermore, as an approximated way
of sampling the velocity field, it can cause misidentifica-
tion of different velocity components. For example, finite
grids are known to cause spurious vB [51]. By varying
the grid number and checking for the convergence, we
can figure out suitable grid choices and a reliable range
of the measured velocity statistics. (3) Sampling bias.
The issues addressed in (1) and (2) can be regarded as
sampling biases. But throughout the paper we refer to
the sampling bias as that caused by the fact that we only
have velocity where there are particles. By sampling the
velocity field using only a fraction of particles, we am-
plify this sampling bias. Observing its dependence with
respect to the fraction of particles, we can estimate this
sampling bias. In particular, if the measured velocity
statistics converge when the used fraction of particles is
above a certain value, we will have reasonable confidence
on the velocity statistics using all particles.
We only show test results at z = 0, where numerical ar-
tifacts are the most severe. Furthermore, we mainly test
the convergence in the power spectrum. The convergence
tests can be extended to other statistics.
a. Comparison between the three simulations
Simulation box size determines the lower limit of re-
liable range of k, while mass resolution determines the
upper limit of reliable range of k.
Figure 12 plots ∆2vαvα (α = δ, S,B) calculated respec-
tively from J1200, J300 and G100. It shows various spu-
rious behaviors and various discrepancies between these
simulations. These are manifests of numerical artifacts.
In particular, ∆2vBvB decreases rapidly with increasing
resolution from J1200 to G100. This is consistent with
the finding in [51]. Further tests, especially that in Sec.
A 2, will identify the origin of this numerical artifact.
Figure 12 implies by naive scaling that, simulations of
Gpc box size and 1012 particles are needed to fully con-
trol these numerical artifacts. Although a daunting task,
such simulation is within the capability of state of art
computation.
Nevertheless, J1200/J300/G100 do converge here and
there, where we expect the simulation results to be reli-
able. Figure 12 (and figures hereafter) implies that, com-
bining these simulations, it is feasible to reliably mea-
sure the power spectrum of the three velocity fields in
the range of interest (k ∈ [0.01, 1]h/Mpc). In this pa-
per, we combine J1200 at k < 0.3h/Mpc and G100 at
k > 0.3h/Mpc to measure ∆2vδvδ and ∆
2
vSvS . We use
G100 to calculate ∆2vBvB .
For other statistics such as the one-point PDFs, cu-
mulants, and the damping functions, different scales mix
and we have difficulty combining these simulations. To
address this, we take a simplified approach. Since the
power of vδ peaks at k <∼ 0.1h/Mpc where J1200 is the
most reliable, we only use J1200 to measure statistics of
vδ. Both the power of vS and vB peak at k >∼ 0.3h/Mpc
where G100 is most reliable, so we use G100 to measure
statistics of vS,B.
b. Grid size
We calculate the power spectrum by assigning par-
ticle properties (mass, velocity, etc.) onto regular gird
points and performing FFT. A natural convergence test
is then against the grid size Lgrid. Figure 13 shows
∆2vαvα (α = δ, S,B) calculated in the J1200 and G100
simulations respectively, with Ngrid = 256
3, 5123, 10243.
(1) Convergence tests with J1200 show that grid-size-
associated numerical artifacts in vδ are negligible at
k <∼ 0.3h/Mpc, for grid size Lgrid = 4.7h
−1Mpc (Ngrid =
2563). They are negligible at k <∼ 1h/Mpc, for grid size
Lgrid = 2.3h
−1Mpc (Ngrid = 512
3). Convergence tests
with G100 show that numerical artifacts in vδ associ-
ated with grid size are negligible at k <∼ 1h/Mpc, for
grid size Lgrid < 0.4h
−1Mpc (Ngrid = 256
3). (2) J1200
and G100 show that grid-size-associated numerical arti-
facts in vS are negligible at k ×Mpc/h <∼ 0.1 (0.3, 1, 2),
for Lgrid/h
−1Mpc = 4.7 (2.3, 0.4, 0.2). (3) Convergence
tests with G100 show that, to reliably measure vB to
k = 1h/Mpc, grid size Lgrid ≤ 0.4h/Mpc is required. To
reach k = 2h/Mpc, Lgrid ≤ 0.2h/Mpc is required. We
are then able to conclude that, the measured power spec-
tra shown in Fig. 1 are robust against numerical artifacts
associated with nonzero grid size (finite grid number).
Nonetheless, we do find significant disagreement be-
tween different grid sizes over some k ranges in Fig. 13.
These are clear manifestation of significant numerical ar-
tifacts associated with grid size. The situation is the most
severe for vB . No convergence is found in J1200, mean-
ing that even with Lgrid = 1.2h
−1Mpc, it is not sufficient
to accurately sample the vB field. Tests with G100 show
that Lgrid <∼ 0.4h
−1 Mpc is needed to accurately measure
vB at k <∼ 1h/Mpc.
There are at least three types of numerical artifacts as-
sociated with grid size: (1) One is the smoothing effect,
suppression of small-scale power caused by the assign-
ment window function (e.g., [61] and references therein).
(2) Another is the alias effect caused by finite grid num-
ber. It causes mixture of power among wave vectors
k + 2kNn [61]. Here kN ≡ pi/Lgrid is the Nyquist
wave number and Lgrid is the grid size. n is the three-
dimensional integer vector. These two biases also exist
for the matter power spectrum measurement. (3) For
the velocity measurement, there is another type of alias
effect. It causes mixture between different velocity com-
ponents [51]. This effect is especially severe for vB mea-
surement.
All three types of bias depend on the grid size (num-
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FIG. 13: Convergence tests on the grid size, for J1200 (left panel) and G100 (right panel) respectively. Fine grids are required
to robustly sample the velocity and density field. For a given grid size, we should only trust the regimes where the result agrees
with that of finer grids. Our tests show that 5123 grid of J1200 are needed to measure vδ and vS at k <∼ 0.3h/Mpc. Going to
smaller scales should resort to the G100 simulation. 5123 grids of G100 are needed to measure vB at k <∼ 1h/Mpc.
ber). The assignment window function for the NP
method is Wa(r, rg) = δ
D(r − rNP (rg)). Here rg is the
position of the given grid point and rNP (rg) is the lo-
cation of the corresponding nearest particle. Notice that
this window function is inhomogeneous. Namely, it is not
completely determined by r− rg. So the formula of alias
effect, derived with the conditionWa(r, rg) =Wa(r−rg)
in [61], does not apply here. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to derive a general expression of the alias ef-
fect. Instead, we work on a limiting case of infinite par-
ticle number density (NP /L
3
box →∞). Under this limit,
rNP (rg) → rg and Wa(r, rg) → δ
D(r − rg). Following
[61], we obtain
P f
vv
(k)→
∑
n
Pvv(k+ 2kNn) . (A1)
Under this limit, the smoothing effect vanishes (the pref-
actor of the power spectrum at n = (0, 0, 0) is unity). The
alias effect, on one hand, shows as contaminations from
k+2kNnmodes with n 6= (0, 0, 0) to the measure kmode.
On the other hand, it shows as leakages between differ-
ent velocity components (vδ → vS , vδ → vB, vS ↔ vB).
Sec. A 2 will quantify these leakages. Both alias effects
contribute to the decreasing of power at small scales in
both vS and vB (Fig. 13).
These convergence tests show that, by combining
J1200/J300/G100 we can safely neglect the smoothing
and aliasing caused by nonzero grid size at scale of in-
terest. So we do not attempt to correct for these numer-
ical artifacts. For methods of correcting them, refer to
[51, 61–63].
c. Sampling bias
To highlight the sampling bias, we randomly select
50%, 25%, and 10% of the simulation particles and com-
pare the measured velocity power spectra with those of
100% particles (Fig. 14). A complexity is that, the as-
signment window function of the NP method Wa(r, rg)
is particle number density dependent. So reducing the
number of particles sampled also changes the alias effect.
Hence the numerical artifacts shown in Fig. 14 should be
a mixture of sampling bias and alias effect. We do not
attempt to separate the two in this paper.
For J1200, the power spectra of vδ and vS converge
at k <∼ 0.2h/Mpc. At k = 0.3h/Mpc, the results vary
between the four cases (10%, 25%, 50%, and 100%). We
then know that 10243 × 50% particles are not sufficient
to simulate vδ and vS at k ≈ 0.3h/Mpc. However, we do
not know if 10243 particles are sufficient. The situation
for vB is much worse. The power of vB decreases with
increasing number density at all scales. This again con-
firms that the measured vB in J1200 is mainly numerical
artifact, instead of real signal.
For G100, convergences are much better, since the sam-
pling bias should decreases rapidly towards higher par-
ticle number density. These convergences tell us that
sampling bias in a G100 like simulation with 10243 par-
ticles and 100h−1/Mpc box is negligible at k <∼ 1h/Mpc
for all the three velocity components.
Figure 15 shows correlation functions under the same
conditions. It shows that the NP method gives consider-
ably accurate estimations for σ2vδ and σ
2
vS , but overesti-
mates σ2vB . This is consistent with the large discrepancies
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FIG. 14: ∆2vαvα (α = δ, S,B) of J1200 (left panel) and G100 (right panel) calculated using a fraction of randomly selected
particles. This test quantifies the sampling bias. The error bars are calculated by ten realizations of randomly selected 50%
and 25% particles, and 20 realizations of 10% particles. For clarity, not all error bars are shown. Test on J1200 finds visible
sampling bias at k >∼ 0.3h/Mpc in vδ and vS . It also tells us that vB measured by J1200 is mainly noise. On the other hand,
test on G100 shows much better convergence.
FIG. 15: The velocity correlation functions ξvz,αvz,α of three velocity components calculated using a fraction of randomly
selected particles. The error bars are calculated by 10 realizations of randomly selected 50% and 25% particles, and 20
realizations of 10% particles. The data point on the left end of each line is actually ξvz,αvz,α(r = 0) = σ
2
vα .
in ∆2vBvB at large k in Fig. 14. It is hence challenging
to accurately simulate σvB . A good thing is that, in our
RSD modeling, σvB can be chosen as a free parameter to
be fitted or even set as zero. So the inability of accurately
simulating σvB is not a severe problem.
2. Testing against velocity fields of known statistics
The above convergence tests are good at diagnosing
and setting up the lower limit of some numerical arti-
facts. But they can be blind for other artifacts and can
have trouble disentangling various numerical artifacts. A
complementary test can be done with a fiducial veloc-
ity field of known statistics (in our case the power spec-
trum). By comparing the measured statistics with the
input statistics, errors in the measurement can be quan-
tified straightforwardly. Obviously these errors depend
on the fiducial input. So the crucial step for this test
is the construction of the input velocity field as realistic
as possible. Our proposed velocity decomposition makes
this step simpler and more robust. This allows us to
perform rigorous tests of the NP method.
First we construct fiducial velocity fields of known
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FIG. 16: Test against velocity fields of known statistics in J1200. The input velocity fields are constructed on Ngrid = 1024
3.
The thin black solid, dashed and dotted lines represent input power spectra of vδ, vS and vB respectively. We assign each
simulation particle a velocity of its nearest grid point. We then apply the NP method against these “simulations” to measure
the output power spectra of vδ, vS and vB, which are shown by thick green solid, dashed and dotted lines respectively. The
measurement is performed on Ngrid = 512
3 grid points. Top left panel shows test case A: vδ 6= 0 but vS = 0 and vB = 0. Top
right panel shows test case B: vS 6= 0 but vδ = 0 and vB = 0. Bottom left panel shows test case C: vB 6= 0 but vδ = 0 and
vS = 0. Bottom right panel shows test case D: vδ 6= 0, vS 6= 0 and vB 6= 0. These tests clearly show leakages between any
two velocity components and hence highlight and quantify these major numerical artifacts. They show that J1200 is robust to
measure vδ and vS at k <∼ 0.3h/Mpc, where leakages from other velocity components (vS → vδ, vB → vδ, vδ → vS, vB → vS)
are insignificant. In contrast, leakages from vδ and vS to vB are too severe to measure vB by J1200.
statistics on Ngrid = 1024
3 regular grid points. The fidu-
cial vδ is constructed by a combination of measured den-
sity field and the best fitted window function W (k) in
§IVB, θδ(k) = δ(k)W (k). The fiducial vS,B can be gen-
erated using the measured power spectra, if we assume
Gaussianity. Alternatively, we can directly use the mea-
sured vS,B fields by the NP method on regular 1024
3 grid
points from our simulations. We will adopt this second
approach.
Secondly we assign each particle a velocity, which
is the velocity of its nearest grid point. Along with
the particle positions from the corresponding simulation
(J1200/J300/G100), this is the new “simulation” we use
to test our NP method. We will assign these velocities to
Ngrid = 512
3 grid points to do the test. By setting some
of the velocity components to zero, we can generate up to
seven velocity fields. We have tested the following four
cases of them. (A) vδ 6= 0 but vS = 0 and vB = 0; (B)
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FIG. 17: Same as Fig. 16 except here the test is done in G100. In the top left panel the input and output ∆2vδvδ almost overlap
completely, meaning vanishing error in measuring vδ by G100. These tests also show that G100 is robust to measure vS and
vB at k <∼ 3h/Mpc. Leakages between the three velocity components are all well controlled at k <∼ 3h/Mpc.
vS 6= 0 but vδ = 0 and vB = 0; (C) vB 6= 0, but vδ = 0
and vS = 0; and (D) vδ 6= 0, vS 6= 0 and vB 6= 0.
Tests on J1200 are shown in Fig. 16. (1) First we fo-
cus on the measurement accuracy in vδ. Test on case A
shows that the measured ∆2vδvδ agrees well with the input
one at k <∼ 0.4h/Mpc (top left panel, Fig. 16). Tests on
case B and C show that the leakages from vS and vB to
vδ are negligible. So the measured vδ at k <∼ 0.4h/Mpc is
reliable. This is consistent with the results of convergence
tests. (2) For vS , more careful interpretation should be
given. Test on case B shows that the measured ∆2vSvS
agrees well with the input one at k <∼ 0.8h/Mpc (top
right panel, Fig. 16). However, tests on case A and case
C show that the leakage vδ → vS and vB → vS are
significant. Case D shows that we should only trust the
vS measurement at k <∼ 0.2h/Mpc. This is again consis-
tent with findings through the convergence test. (3) Test
on case C shows that the measured ∆2vBvB agrees with
the input one, within a factor of 2 (bottom left panel,
Fig. 16). However, this result is very misleading. Tests
on case A and B shows that most of the output vB is
caused by the leakage vδ → vB and vS → vB . In other
words, vB measured in the J1200 simulation is mainly
noise, instead of real signal. This is consistent with our
previous conclusion based on the convergence tests.
Tests on G100 are shown in Fig. 17. By similar argu-
ment, we can draw the conclusion that the NP method is
accurate to measure vδ and vS at k ∼ 1h/Mpc. Now the
measurement on vB is significantly improved, since the
leakages vδ → vB and vS → vB are both subdominant
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at k < 1h/Mpc.
These tests can be used to calibrate errors in the ve-
locity measurement. For example, by adding the power
spectra of vS and vB in case A to that of vδ measured
from the real data, one can improve the measurement of
the vδ power spectrum.
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